


The Icon of Ireland

• To the Irish, Molly Malone is folklore of Ireland.  For those who aren’t Irish here’s a background…

• Molly is the legendary character of fabled beauty.

• An icon of Irish culture, Molly Malone is centre-piece to Ireland and a celebration of the Irish people.  Non-divisional,
non-partitional (not Catholic, not Protestant, not from the North and not from the South).

• Romantic Irish ballad ‘Cockles and Mussels’ is the unofficial anthem of Dublin.

• Fans supporting Ireland made Molly Malone the unofficial anthem of Ireland (not Jameson’s, Bushmills etc.).

• Entertainers singing Molly Malone include Ed Sheeran, Russel Crowe, U2, Sinéad O'Connor, Johnny Logan and The
Dubliners.

• 1988 Dublin Millennium commission unveiled a statue of Molly Malone in central Dublin.

• 13th June declared as National Molly Malone Day.

• The name identity of Molly Malone is reflected in the millions of web searches.



Background

• The Molly Malone Whiskey Company is family owned.

• Founded by whisky entrepreneur Richard Lombard-Chibnall. His family have a rich heritage in wine and spirits,
dating to late 17th century.

• For 60 years Lombard have successfully owned and managed Lombard Scotch Whisky.

• One of the original independents, Lombard developed a wealth of stock from many old and closed distilleries.

• Lombard matured and bottled from its own stocks, establishing a lucrative and award winning portfolio.

• Richard saw an opportunity for Irish Whiskey over frequent visits to North America.

• During a famous rugby match, Ireland beat the All-Blacks.  An emotional crowd sang ‘Molly Malone’ with an
intensity that conceived the brand idea.

• Richard set about to capture the passion of that moment.



Whiskey Criteria

• Richard wanted the whisky to have a Sweet and Light character. This traditional Irish whiskey style was inspired

by the ballad ‘I first set my eyes on sweet Molly Malone’.

• The small batch whiskey is not aligned to any one distillery.

• Richard sampled hand-crafted malts from Ireland’s greatest whiskey distilleries. Selected malts are married

together.

• Quercus Alba (American White Oak) - barrels of choice for maturation.

• Casks are second-fill bourbon barrels…perfect for preserving the light and sweet character of this beautiful

whiskey (bourbon absorbed vanilla and coconut tannins of the new wood).



Tasting Notes

Nose
Enticing, gentle citrus notes precede the charred notes of toasted oak.

Taste
Develops quick and light on the palate with a scintillating crispness.  Follows
through to a light toffee and vanilla crescendo.

Finish
Sweet gentle vanilla notes combine beautifully with delicate soft oakiness.



The Bottle

The blue face label represents the colours of Dublin and ‘The Dubs’ - arguably
Irelands greatest ever GAA team (Gaelic football).

Cork and capsule finish is sealed with parchment banderole for added
security.

“To see her was to love her” … from tombstone of Molly Malone.





Molly Malone’s Whiskey 70CL (Case 6)



The Ballad of Molly Malone

In Dublin's fair city,
Where the girls are so pretty,
I first set my eyes on sweet Molly Malone,
As she wheeled her wheel-barrow,
Through streets broad and narrow,

Crying "Cockles and mussels alive, alive oh!"
"Alive, alive, oh,
Alive, alive, oh,"
Crying "Cockles and mussels, alive, alive, oh“.

She was a fishmonger
But sure 'twas no wonder
For so were her father and mother before
And they each wheeled their barrow
Through streets broad and narrow

Crying "Cockles and mussels alive, alive oh!"
"Alive, alive, oh,
Alive, alive, oh,"
Crying "Cockles and mussels, alive, alive, oh".

She died of a fever,
And no one could save her,
And that was the end of sweet Molly Malone.
But her ghost wheels her barrow,
Through streets broad and narrow,

Crying, "Cockles and mussels, alive, alive, oh!"
"Alive, alive, oh,
Alive, alive, oh,"
Crying "Cockles and mussels, alive, alive, oh".




